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IRREGULAR POINTS IN WAVEMAKER BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEM

1. INTRODUCTION

Notwithstanding the considerable research that has been directed

toward solving the wavemaker problem, there are still some subtle but

important problems yet remaining that are associated with the existence

of irregular boundary points where the boundary conditions are

discontinuous. In any boundary value problem where two analytical

boundary conditions are applied on intersecting boundaries, solutions

to the boundary value problem which satisfy these boundary conditions

may exhibit a singular behavior around this irregular point. There are

two reasons that an analytic function that is a solution to the

wavemaker boundary value problem exhibits a singular behavior. One of

the reasons is the existence of discontinuous boundary data (viz., an

irregular point). The other reason is the existence of non-smooth

boundary geometry (viz., a critical point). In the wavemaker boundary

value problem, these two reasons for the singular behavior of a

solution often coincide at the same point. Because of the singular

behavior at either an irregular point or a critical boundary point, the

global solutions may be locally affected near these points. Irregular

points and critical boundary points for the wavemaker boundary value

problem are located at the orthogonal intersection between the free

surface and the wavemaker boundaries; at the orthogonal intersection

between the wavemaker and the bottom boundaries; and at the far-field

radiation boundary. Irregular points on a smooth boundary also exist

at the intersections between the oscillating wavemaker surface and the

fixed vertical wave flume wall if the wavemaker does not occupy this
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entire boundary (cf. Fig. 2.1). A detailed evaluation and explanation

about these irregular points and critical points is given in Appendix

I.

There have been three principal thrusts used to obtain solutions

for the wavemaker boundary value problem. The first method was a

Laplace transform and eigenfunction expansion. This method is not

capable of treating the singular behavior of the irregular points. The

second method (and the first method that was capable of treating the

singular behavior over the irregular points) was a product power series

in zm and (z In z)n where z x + iy. The third method was a Fredholm

integral equation which identified the irregular frequencies associated

with the irregular points by the Fredholm alternative.

Solutions to the linear wavemaker boundary value problem have been

obtained from eigenfunction expansions and have been applied to the

design of both piston and hinged wavemakers (cf. Gilbert et al. (1971),

Hyun (1976), and Hudspeth and Chen (1981), inter alios). Fontanet

(1961) developed an eigenfunction expansion for a piston wavemaker from

a second-order theory using Lagrangian coordinates. Other attempts to

obtain eigenfunction expansions for the nonlinear wavemaker problem

have been given by Madsen (1971), Daugaard (1972), Multer (1973), Flick

and Guza (1980), and Massel (1981). Hudspeth et al. (1986) developed

an eigenfunction expansion that was exact to second-order for a generic

wavemaker of variable draft. However, none of these eigenfunction

expansions have treated the singular behavior of the solution near the

irregular points.

The first effort to treat the singular behavior of solutions to

the wavemaker boundary value problem near the irregular points was
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reported by Kravtchenko (1954). He applied the theory of analytic

functions of a complex variable to obtain two solutions with singular

behavior near the two irregular points that are located at the

orthogonal intersections between the wavemaker and both the free

surface and bottom boundaries. Each of his two solutions exhibited a

logarithmic singularity at these two irregular points and followed the

asymptotic development given by Levey (1950). However, his two

solutions do not completely satisfy the boundary data; and they are

only local solutions that describe the fluid motion only near the two

orthogonal boundary intersections. He was also not able to quantify

all of the coefficients in his solutions (viz., the coefficients ao and

al in the local solution for the irregular point located at the

orthogonal intersection between the wavemaker and bottom boundaries and

the coefficients Bl and A2 in the local solution for the irregular

point located at the orthogonal intersection between the wavemaker and

free surface boundaries).

General theories for treating the singular behavior of solutions

near irregular points in boundary data were developed in the 1940's.

Levy (1946) and Stoker (1947) studied progressive waves over a

uniformly sloping bottom. Using complex variable theory, they obtained

two solutions; viz. 1) a solution having a finite amplitude all the way

to the shoreline, and 2) another solution that exhibited a logarithmic

singularity at the shoreline. Friedrichs and Levey (1948) also applied

the complex variable theory to the dock problem. They obtained a

simple explicit solution which exhibited a logarithmic singularity at

the edge of the dock and they discussed the behavior of the wave motion

near this edge. Levey (1950) attempted to generalize a theory for
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irregular points by an asymptotic expansion of an analytic function

(viz., a complex-valued velocity potential function) at the confluence

of the analytic boundary conditions. He gave an asymptotic expansion

for a conformal mapping function that mapped a semi-infinite strip in

the physical domain into the real line in the upper half domain. It is

formally a product power series in zm and (z In z)n, where z is a

complex variable.

John (1949, 1950) used the Fredholm alternative to identify the

irregular frequencies associated with the irregular point located at

the orthogonal intersection between a floating body and the free

surface boundaries in solutions obtained from Fredholm integral

equations.

The boundary integral equation method (BIEM) has been shown to be

useful for obtaining the singular behavior of solutions to Laplace's

equation near irregular points. If the irregular points where the

boundary data are discontinuous do not coincide with these critical

points where the geometry of the boundary is not smooth, then the BIEM

may be able to compute an accurate solution that includes the singular

behavior near irregular points. Ijima, et al. (1976) applied Green's

second identity (which they called Green's formula) to compute a

solution for the vertical plane boundary value problem. Their closed

contour of integration included an irregular and critical point between

the free surface and the body. However, their BIEM solution is not

capable of treating the singular behavior at the critical point at this

intersection.

Lin (1984) recently developed a new algorithm that provides an

effective method for overcoming the numerical difficulties associated
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with the singular behavior of the solution to the impulsive wavemaker

problem near an irregular point. He obtained a solution for the

impulsive nonlinear motion of a full-draft piston wavemaker in the time

domain. He only considered the one irregular point that is located at

the orthogonal intersection between the wavemaker and the free surface

boundaries.

Wehausen (1980), Miloh (1980), and Hunt and Baddour (1980, 1981),

have studied the singular behavior of solutions obtained from a

Fredholm integral equation to the weakly nonlinear diffraction of

surface gravity waves by a vertical circular cylinder. These inves-

tigations were motivated by Isaacson (1977a, 1977b). Miloh (1980)

investigated the nature of the irregularity of higher-order solutions

of a nonlinear wave diffraction problem for a vertical circular

cylinder in water of finite depth. He attempted to remove the singular

behavior due to the irregular point from the behavior of the scattered

wave potential by decomposing the solution into a regular harmonic

function and a prescribed singular function. The regular function

satisfies the field equation and the boundary conditions in terms of

the prescribed singular function. The harmonic function is regular

everywhere, including the confluence of two irregular boundaries. The

prescribed singular function is a logarithmic source where singular

behavior occurs at the confluence of the free surface and the body

surface. Hunt and Baddour (1980, 1981) derived a second-order solution

for a non-axisymmetric standing wave inside and outside a circular

cylinder (1980) and for the diffraction of weakly nonlinear progressive

waves of infinite water depth (1981).
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Theorems have been derived for the existence, uniqueness, and

regularity of solutions to elliptic differential equations with discon-

tinuities in boundary shapes. The singular behavior of solutions in

the neighborhood of these discontinuities in boundary shape was

investigated by Kondtrat'ev (1967). He considered a general boundary-

value problem for elliptic differential equation in domains with

boundaries that contain a finite number of conical points. Kawohl

(1978, 1980) proved the existence, the uniqueness, and regularity of

solutions to elliptic differential equation under nonlinear mixed

boundary conditions in domains with corners.

A global solution that currently includes the singular behavior at

all irregular points for the inviscid fluid motion forced by a generic

wavemaker is still lacking.

Two conformal mappings are used in §2 to transform a semi-infinite

strip in the physical domain into a smooth unit disk. A Fredholm

integral equation is obtained from Green's third identity that repre-

sents a solution to the transformed boundary value problem on the unit

disk. The geometric critical points in the physical plane become both

weakly and strongly singular kernels in the Fredholm integral equation.

Weakly singular kernels in a Fredholm integral equation of the

second kind are treated numerically by an improved product-integration

method in §3.

Numerical comparisons with solutions to the classical wavemaker

theory obtained from eigenfunction expansion are given for various

types of wavemakers.
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2. MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION

2.1 Conformal Mapping of Wavemaker Semi-Infinite StriD

The geometry for a generic wavemaker in a semi-infinite channel is

shown in Fig. 2.1. for a Cartesian coordinate system. The two-

dimensional, irrotational motion of an inviscid, incompressible fluid

in this semi-infinite channel of constant water depth, h, may be

computed from

u(x,y,t) -V0(x,y,t) (2.1a)

where the scalar velocity potential maymay be defined by the real part

of

7(x,y,t) Re (0(x,y) exp(-iwt)) (2.1b)

The radiated velocity potential, 0(x,y,t), for waves generated by the

simple-harmonic motion of the wavemaker about its mean position x 0

at a frequency w 2r/T is a solution to the Laplace equation given by

Oxx Oyy 0 ; 0 s x < m , -h y s 0 (2.2a)

and must satisfy a linearized kinematic Bottom Boundary Condition

(BBC)

Oy Osx< m ,y- -h (2.2b)

a Combined Free Surface Boundary Condition (CFSBC)

Oy ko 0 - 0 0 xsm,y- 0 (2.2c)

where the deep-water wave number ko w2/g and a Kinematic Wavemaker

Boundary Condition (KWBC)

Ox - - w fs(y) exp(-ie0) x -0 , -h y s 0 (2.2d)
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Figure 2.1. Definition sketch for a generic wavemaker in a two-
dimensional channel



and a far-field Radiation Condition (RC)

lim [0
x

- iK0] -0 ; x- co , -h y ...5 0

x-=0

9

(2.2e)

where g - gravitational acceleration; co - an arbitrary phase angle of

the instantaneous wavemaker displacement; fs(y) - a shape function of

the wavemaker displacement; and K - k - propagating wave number

(k - 27r/L) for a semi-infinite strip and K - 0 for a closed wave basin.

The kinematic wavemaker boundary condition given by Eq. (2.2d)

requires that a water particle on the wave board surface must remain on

this boundary surface at all times. The instantaneous wavemaker

displacement from its mean position, x(y,t), is given by

x(y,t) - fs(Y) Re(i exp [-i(wt+co)]) (2.3)

and the prescribed shape function of the wavemaker, fs(y), shown in

Fig. 2.1 is given by the following equation for a straight line:

fs(y) - (M(y+h-d) + B) [H(y+h-d) - H(y+b)] (2.4a)

where

M - (S/20) (1 - Sb/S)

i = 1--A- [A - (1-Sb/S) (A+Ab)]

(2.4b)

(2.4c)

in which S/2, Sb/2 - the wavemaker semi-stroke measured at an arbitrary

elevation above the wave flume bottom at y - -h+d+Ab+A and y - -h+d+Ab,

respectively, and H() = Heaviside step function.

In order to obtain a unique solution, the radiation condition

given by Eq. (2.2e) requires that only waves progressing in the
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positive x direction exist far from the wavemaker for K k. The

propagating wave number k should satisfy the linear dispersion equation

koh kh tanh kh (2.5)

The linearized wavemaker boundary value problem in a semi-infinite

domain has been expressed in terms of an unknown complex-valued spatial

velocity potential function, 0(x,y). The geometry of this semi-

infinite strip may also be expressed as a complex-valued function,

z x+iy. The linearized wavemaker boundary-value problem has been

summarized in Fig. 2.2.

A classical solution for this linearized boundary value problem of

finite depth may be obtained by an eigenfunction expansion.

There are both irregular and critical points in the first-order

linearized boundary value problem. In particular, there are four

critical boundary points. By a conformal mapping of the semi-infinite

strip in the physical plane, it will be possible to obtain a Fredholm

integral equation in which these critical points that are a result of

the boundary geometry may be replaced by singularities that are

integrable singularities over a smooth continuous boundary.

Two conformal mappings will be used to transform the semi-infinite

strip in the physical domain into a unit disk. The first conformal

mapping will map the semi-infinite strip in the physical domain (z-

plane) into the real line in the upper half domain (Z-plane). The

second conformal mapping will map the real line in the upper half

domain (Z-plane) into a unit disk domain (q-plane).
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Figure 2.2 Boundary value problem in the physical domain
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The semi-infinite strip in the z-plane may be mapped into the real

line in the Z-plane by the Schwarz-Christoffel transformation (cf. Fig.

2.3) given by [Carrier, et al. (1966); Milne-Thompson (1968)]

dz

dZ
- C1 (Z + 1)

-1/2 (z
-

1)-1/2

Integrating Eq. (2.6a) with respect to Z gives

z Ci In [Z + (Z
2 1)1/2]

(2.6a)

(2.6b)

The arbitrary constants of integration, C1 and C2, may be determined by

specifying the following two points B-B' and D-D':

point B-B': z 0 ; Z -1 (2.6c)

point D-D': z -hi ; Z +1 (2.6d)

The inverse mapping function fzz(Z) becomes

2
z x + iy - fZz(Z) ir Log [-Z -

1)1/2]
(2.7a)

which is an inverse mapping of the upper-half domain in the Z-plane to

the semi-infinite strip in the physical z-plane. The Log() in Eq.

(2.7a) denotes the principal value of ln() in Eq. (2.6b) and the

argument of Log() is -r arg < r.

The semi-infinite strip in the physical z-plane may be mapped into

the real line in the Z plane by the mapping function fzz(z) given by

Z X + iY fzz(z) - cosh(rz/h) (2.7b)
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I Y

iY

Figure 2.3 Mapping of the physical domain in the z-plane to the
upper-half domain in the Z-plane



The upper half domain in the Z-plane may be mapped into the unit

disk in the q-plane shown in Fig. 2.4 by a bilinear transformation

given by [Carrier, et al. (1966); Milne-Thompson (1968)1

-
q - a + ib exp (i00)

Z - Z
o

14

(2.8a)

where the superscript asterisk, *, denotes a complex conjugate value.

The constant 60 may be determined by equating one particular point

on the X axis to a specified point on the unit disk according to

point P'-P" : Z = i ; q - 0

points A',E'-A",E" Z ±u ; q - -1

The mapping function

q - a + ib f
Zq

(Z)
i + Z

(2.8b)

(2.8c)

(2.9a)

transforms the upper half domain in the Z-plane into the unit disk in

the q-plane.

The inverse mapping function is given by

z x + iY f
qZ
(q) =i 1 +q1 + q

s
(2.9b)

Boundary Value Problem in the Upper Half Domain in the Z-Plane

The Laplace equation given by Eq. (2.2a) and the boundary

conditions prescribed by Eqs. (2.2b-2.2g) may be transformed into the

real line in the upper half Z-plane by the mapping function fzz(z)

given by Eq. (2.7b). The scalar velocity potential, U(X,Y), in the

upper half Z-plane may be defined by
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.iY

ib

Figure 2.4 Mapping of the upper half domain in the Z-plane to the unit
disk in the q-plane
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gx,y) U(X,Y) U[X(x,y),Y(x,y)] (2.10)

The mapping function fzz(Z) given by Eq. (2.7b) may be rewritten

x
X - - cosh

r
cos

Y - - sinh sin EX

(2.11a)

(2.11b)

Both Neumann- and Robin-type boundary conditions are prescribed by

the boundary conditions given by Eqs. (2.2) [Guenther and Lee (1988)].

The partial derivatives of gx,y) with respect to x and y may be

transformed by

Ox UxXx + UyYx (2.12a)

thy UXXy UyYy (2.12b)

From Eqs. (2.11a -b) and (2.12b), the transformed kinematic bottom

boundary condition given by Eq. (2.2b) becomes

Uy = ; Y 0, X >_ 1 (2.13a)

the transformed combined free surface boundary condition given by Eq.

(22c) becomes

koh
Uy + (X2-1)-1/2 u = 0 ; X 15 -1, Y 0 (2.13b)

and the transformed kinematic wavemaker boundary condition given by Eq.

(2.2d) becomes

U = - f_(X) ; -cos V2. X
rd

cos , Y 0 (2.13c)(i_x2)1/2 s
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where is(X) is a transformed shape function that may be expressed in

terms of the shape function fs(y) in the physical domain by

rbfs(X) = fs
h
; cos -1 (-30] + cos id H CX - cos ;1]

; -r cos-1(-X) 0 (2.13d)

It is convenient to use a polar coordinate system in the upper

half domain in the Z-plane for the transformation of the radiation

condition given by Eq. (2.2e). The radiation boundary for a propagat-

ing wave corresponds to a boundary that is infinitely far away from the

wavemaker in the z-plane and which must be transformed into a boundary

that lies infinitely far way from the origin in the upper half domain

of the Z-plane. Let R be a radial distance measured from the origin in

the upper half Z-plane and 8 be an angle measured positive in a

counterclockwise direction from the X axis according to

R2 = x2 + y2
; tan 8 = Y/X (2.14a,b)

The mapping function fzz(z) in Eqs. (2.11a -b) may be obtained from Eqs.

(2.14a-b) according to

R2 = sinh2 EE + cos2 EY

x
tan 8 = tanh

r
tan h

(2.15a)

(2.15b)

The scalar velocity potential in the upper half Z-plane is now

given in polar coordinates by

0(x,y) = U(R,8) = U[R(x,y),8(x,y)] (2.16a)
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and the partial derivative with respect to x by

Ox = URRx + Ue8x (2.16b)

The radiation condition given by Eq. (2.2g) in the physical

z-plane for a propagating wave may now be expressed in polar coor-

dinates in the upper half Z-plane by

lim [A(R,8)UR ± B(R,8)Ue - iKU] s 0
11:00

; R-Polo , + sign for 0 8 <

- sign for 5 < <

where

(2.17a)

1/2

71.R.

A(R,8) E 2(1-R-2) + 4R-2 sin28 + 2[(1-R-2)2 + 4R-2 sin281
1/2

(2.17b)

1/2

B(R,8)
2h

-2(1-R-2) - 4R-2 sin28 + 2[(1-R-2)2 + 4R-2 sin28]

(2.17c)

The mapping function fzz(z) given by Eq. (2.7b) is an analytic

function that satisfies the Cauchy-Riemann equations given by

ax ay ax ay
ax ay ' ay 8x

and the transformed function U(X,Y) must also be a harmonic function

according to Churchill's theorem [Churchill (1976)].
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It should be noted that the points B and C in the semi-infinite

strip in the physical plane shown in Fig. 2.3 now become critical

points from the Jacobian of the transformation.

The transformed boundary-value problem in the upper half domain is

summarized in Fig. 2.5.

Boundary Value Problem in the Unit Disk in the q-Plane

The prescribed boundary value problem in the upper half Z-plane

has been transformed into the unit disk in the q-plane by the mapping

function fzq(Z) given by Eq. (2.9a); i.e.,

1 - X
2

- Y
2

2X
a -

X
2
+ (Y + 1)

2
X
2
+ + 1)

2
(2.18a,b)

A polar coordinate system in the q-plane may be defined by

r2 a2
b2 -2 -2 (X

2
+ Y

2
-1)

2
- 4X

2

[x2 +1)12

b 2X
- tan-- [-I- tan

-1

2 2
a 1 - X - Y

(2.19a)

(2.19b)

For a scalar velocity potential, (1)(r,/3), defined in the unit disk

in the q-plane, the following transformation of partial derivatives in

the Z-plane are obtained:

Ux(X,Y) (Drrx + (1)/3/3x (2.20a)

Uy(X,Y) - (IIrry + 10y (2.20b)

From Eqs. (2.19a-b) and (2.20b), the kinematic bottom boundary

condition given by Eq. (2.13a) is transformed to
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0 r = 1 , < < r
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(2.21a)

and the combined free surface boundary condition by Eq. (2.13b) is

transformed to

koh
0

1
0 ; r 1 , -r < p < - (2.21b)

r j2ir j-cosfl (cosfl + 1)

The kinematic wavemaker boundary condition given by Eq. (2.13c) is

transformed to

wh 1
0 f (fl) ; r =1 , - < p < (2.21c)
r rj2 jcos# (cos# + 1) s

where fs(fl) is a transformed shape function given by

h
Is(fl) = fs I y cos -1 [

co I+ 1
]] [H(p+Ob) - H(P-Od)]

; -r cos -1 [-
cos#4.
--th-1411-1 ] 15 0 (2.21d)

where

-2 cos 112
Bb tan

-1

-cos2
rb

+ 1

Od = tan
-1

dr
2 cos

h

-cos 2 hd + 1

(2.21e)

(2.21f)
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Because a polar coordinate system was employed in the upper half

Z-plane for the transformation of the radiation condition, the mapping

function fzq(Z) becomes

r2 (R
2

- 1)
2
+ 4 R2 cos2e

[R2 + 1 + 2 R sinEd2

- tanwl
[2 R cosi

1 - R2

(2.22a)

(2.22b)

Normal derivatives of the velocity potential in the upper half Z-plane

are transformed into

UR(R,8) (DrrR + (DOR

Ue(R,8) 'rre + (Doe

(2.23a)

(2.23b)

Applying Eqs. (2.23a-b) to the radiation condition given by Eqs. (2.17)

in the upper half plane, the transformed radiation condition at the

radiation

lim
r-'l

19--r±

where

C(r,fl) -

point r 1, fl -w is given by

2

(2.24a)

(2.24b)

[C(r,fl)(, + D(r,fl)()
fi

- i 4.1 o

r 1 , p p -a--

-1 ki_r2)E
1
(r,fl)cos# ± (l+r2)E

2
(rAsinfl]

r
2
-2rcosfl+1



2
1-r

2
1 l+r

D(r,P) - El(rAsinp ± E2(r,p)cosp
r2-2rcosp+1

E1(r,48) - -2rcosP-4(r2-1) 2

[1

+4r2cos2d112 (r2-2rcosp+1)+(r2-1)2

23

(2.24c)

1/2

(2.24d)

E2(r,B) - 2rcosp+[(r2-1)2 + 4r2cos2p]
1/2

112

[1

(r2-2rco0+1)-(r2-1)21

(2.24e)

The positive (+) sign in Eqs. (2.24b) and (2.24c) is to be taken

when p approaches -yr+ in the second quadrant and the negative (-) sign

is to be taken when fl approaches -w- in the third quadrant. A detailed

derivation of the transformed radiation condition may be found in

Appendix II. The boundary value problem in the unit disk is summarized

in Fig. 2.6.

A weak or strong singularity in the kernel of a Fredholm integral

equation may be defined according to the definitions given by Baker

(1977), Mikhlin (1957), or Pogorzelski (1966). If the kernel has the

form

M(a,fi)K(a,P) (2.25a)

where H(a,8) is bounded and a is a constant that satisfies the

inequality 0 < a < 1; then the kernel is defined as weakly singular at

a - p. If the kernel is given by Eq. (2.25a) and M(a,48) is a differ-
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Figure 2.6 Boundary value problem in the unit disk
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entiable function of a and 13 with a 1, then the kernel is defined as

strongly singular.

The kinematic wavemaker boundary condition on the unit disk given

by Eq. (2.21b) exhibits a weak singularity at /3 - x/2 and a strong

singularity at /3 -w. A Taylor series expansion of cosfl about -

w/2 gives cosh
+ w/2, so that

(-cosp)
-1/2

- (-(9+x/2)]
-a

where a 1/2 < 1.

On the other hand, a Taylor series expansion of cosfl gives

cosfl - -1 + (fi+x)2/2, so that

,
(cosp+1)

-1/2
4' (fi+x)

-a
/42

where a 1.

In the same way, the kinematic wavemaker boundary condition given by

Eq. (2.21b) also exhibits weak singularities at the points x/2 and

-x/2.

2.2 Fredholm Integral Equation

The wavemaker boundary value problem in the semi-infinite strip in

the physical domain is now transformed into a smooth unit disk.

Green's identities play a fundamental role in obtaining solutions to

potential theory problems via Fredholm integral equations. Green's

second identity as defined by Guenther and Lee (1987), [Kellogg (1925)

defines it as Green's third identity], is given by

121 ,geono) f [ln R
-1 agxy)

-
a -1

P a

gx,y) In RP dS (2.25b)
an

oQ
nQ
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where In R
-1

PoQ - a fundamental Green's function in a two dimensional

domain R.!

og
(e0-x)

2
+ (7/0-y)

2
, B - a simply closed boundary,

r

nQ outward pointing unit normal vector on the boundary B at Q(x,y),

and SQ - the distance along the boundary B. Equation (2.25) states

that a harmonic function 0(,n) at a given point Po(e0,7,0) on the

boundary is given by the value of gx,y) and the normal derivative

Onli(x,y) at a given point Q(x,y) on the boundary. When the point

Po(eo,n0) lies on the boundary, the constant becomes r in Eq. (2.25b).

The smooth boundary B of the unit disk in Eq. (2.25b) must be

modified at -±7r in order to avoid the strong singularity associated with

the radiation condition. This strong singularity may be avoided by

adding a small semicircle, B61, near the radiation boundary at ±r. In

order to apply Green's third identity to this unit disk, Bo, plus the

small semicircle B61, the integration in Eq. (2.25b) must be separated

into two parts; viz. 1) an integration along the smooth unit disk

boundary, Bo; and 2) an integration along the small semicircle

boundary, B61, i.e.,

[121 cr.
o
,a) fw-61 [In R-1

a
" - C a

ro,P) In Rp1 rodp
P r

'-r+6 o
Q

o
1

frI2 [In R-1 " 1 [ln R1 115 di,PoQ' ancr (1)(6
1
,i) anw PoQ' 1

-7r/2

(2.26)

where RpoQ represents the distance between the point Po(ro,a) and the

point Q(r,p) defined by

R
2

P
r
2

- 2r
o
r cos(a-p) + r

2

o
Q
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and 61 is the radius of the small semicircle, B61, which is a mapping

of the radiation boundary in the physical z-plane.

To derive the integral equations with respect to the unknown

velocity potential Cro,a), two cases may be considered depending on

the location of the point Po(ro,a) as shown in Fig. 2.7. When the

point Po(ro,a) is located on the boundary Bo, Eq. (2.26) may be

expressed by

r1 r-61
(1)(r

o
,a) - t J' 142r2-2r2cos(a-fl)]

aa :
o

r
o
dfl + = f "I' (DO

o r
+6

1
ri4

1

1

If

r

r-6
1

+
-r-1-6

-r

1 2 2
ln[r -2rr cos(a-fi)+r ]

o o

o
r sink

r+cosp2r f

1 {rr
-r+6

f 1

r j
r-6 Lir

1

r[r 2 -rcos(a-p)+rcosfl-r
o
cosa]

(r+cosfi) P2-2rrocos(a-0)+4

where r is the radial distance from the origin to the point Q'(r,fl) on

the boundary B61, which is a function of p. If the point P;(r1,a') is

located on the small semicircle B61, Eq. (2.26) may be rewritten as

.(r,,a,) _ -
1r j

1 In [r' 2 -2r'r
o
cos(a'-p)+r

o
I

38 1!
r
o
0

2 -+6
1

o

r
o
-r'cos(ce--13)

1 f
r-6

1
(Dr

o
0

r j
- r+6

1
r'

2 2
-2r'r

o
cos(a'-fl)+r

o

rosinfi
1r fir- +f-1--r611+2-2rricos(a'-p)+r'2] c,

r
r-()

)9 r+cosfl
dfi

2
r-6 .-.7r

1
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Figure 2.7 Location of Po(ro,a) and Q(r0,19) on the unit disk boundary Bo
and on the small semicircle boundary B51



fj-w+6

1

r+cosfl
dp

61
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(2.27b)

where r and r' are the radial distances from the origin to the point

Q'(r,p) and the point P'(r',a), respectively. Note that both Q' and P(')

are functions of 8 and a', respectively.

Equations (2.27a-b) represent integral equations for the velocity

potential 0(ro,a) and 0(e,a1) on the unit disk boundary Bo and the

small semicircle boundary B61, respectively. The boundary conditions

must now be prescribed.

The wavemaker boundary conditions must now be mapped onto the unit

disk boundary Bo and the small semicircle boundary B61 in Eqs. (2.26b)

to obtain the complex-valued velocity potential 0(ro,a) and 0(r',a') on

the boundaries. There are six boundary conditions that must be imposed

on the unit disk as shown in Fig. 2.6. Among those boundary condi-

tions, the radiation condition is the most difficult to express in Eqs.

(2.27) because the radiation boundary has been mapped into a single

point at B to and r 1. When the point (r,p) approaches the

radiation point, viz., taking the limit for the function C(r,p) and

D(r,fl) in Eq. (2.24a), then

lim C(r,8) - 0 lim D(r,P) = 0
r-+1 r -'l

(2.28)

and the numerical evaluation of the kernel associated with these terms

becomes difficult to compute.
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The kinematic boundary condition on the vertical end wall which is

located at the distance xo from the wavemaker is given by the radiation

condition given by Eq. (2.2e) with K 0; i.e.,

Ox- 0 ; x xo, -h 5 y 0 (2.29a)

The vertical end wall boundary may be approximately transformed into a

small semicircle B6, provided that

ax
51 -2 [sinh .-172 + 11

Therefore, the successive transformation of the homogeneous kinematic

boundary condition in the physical plane is given by Eq. (2.29a)

becomes

r
o
sin

fl
Orr -

r + cosp
- 0

; ro < r < r0-51, w-61 < < ff, -W < -r+61 (2.29c)

Substituting the boundary conditions in Eqs. (2.21a)-(2.21e) and

in Eq. (2.29c) into Green's third identity in Eqs. (2.27a) and (2.27b),

we obtain the following Fredholm integral equations on the boundaries

Bo and B51:

For Po(ro,a) E Bo:

k h -7r/2
Log[2r02 -2ro2cos(a-p)]

0(ro,a) + _°1 f Or
o

jBa.` -ff+81 j-cosp(cosp+1)



r[r 2 -rr
o
cos(a-#)+rcosp-r

o
cosa]

1 {fw
+ f

-r+6
1

dfl
ll

r j
r-6

1
-r

(r+cosP 2) r2-2rr
o
cos(a-P)+r

2 2
Od Log[2r0-2rocos(a-p)]

wh r
AT 2 L

cosri -1 (=-141419 + Mh-Md+il
r oafl+1

4or at, jcos13(cosfl+1)

exp(-ieo)rodfl

and for P'(r',a') E P11:

31

; 5 a 5 -w 5 p< w (2.30a)

k h -w/2 Log

(D(r',a') + °
0

j8r
1

j-cosfl(cosp+1)

r I
-r+6

1

1 61
r
o
-r'cos(a'-P)

f
r-

-P)+r2
(Dr

o
dp

-wi-6
1

r'2 -2r'r
0
cos(a'

Jr

15

r+cosP
1

(Dr
o

d
Log[rs 2 -2r'r

o
cos(a'-p)+r2]

wh r
[11h cos-1 [-cosp+1

sinfl ) ]mb_md+i

ii2 Job jcosp(cosP+1)

exp(-ieo)rodp ; 71--151 < a'< w, -w 5 a' < -Tr < fi < r (2.30b)

The combined free surface boundary condition has been used in the

interval -r+61 < p < -w/2. The inhomogeneous kinematic wavemaker

boundary condition has been used in the interval Ob < < Bd.

Equations (2.30a) and (2.30b) are Fredholm integral equations of the

second kind whose solution gives the velocity potential on the unit
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disk boundary Bo and on the small semicircle B51. The mapping from the

semi-infinite strip in the physical domain into the unit disk has

introduced an amplification given by (-cos#(14-cosfl)]-1/2 into these

two integrals that contain two transformed boundary conditions. These

terms are weakly singular /3 ±r/2 and strongly singular 16 -r. Two

points; i.e., r = 1, = ±r/2 on the unit disk are transformed from

the irregular points in the physical plane. While another point,

i.e., r = 1, /3 -r, which is located at the center of the small

semicircle, is mapped from the radiation boundary.

Another type of singularity observed in the kernel of the Fredholm

integral equation is given by Log[2rg-2rgcos(a-/3)] which exhibits a

logarithmically weakly singular behavior when a-0 ±2nr (n 0,1,2,

Careful attention is required when computing the kernels of

these integrals because the singular behavior of the kernels in these

integrals will contribute significantly to the solution. Fortunately,

these singular kernels and integrals are integrable singularities along

the boundary except at the radiation point; i.e., r = 1, /3 -r.

Therefore, solutions near the irregular points must account for these

weakly singular kernels and integrals.



3. NUMERICAL EVALUATION OF THE FREDHOLM INTEGRAL EQUATION

3.1 Numerical Evaluation of Singular Kernels

An improved product-integration method is employed to compute

numerically a Fredholm integral equation of the second kind with a

singular kernel. This method is an extension of the Nystrom method

[c.f., Atkinson (1966)]. This method requires decomposing a kernel

K(a,fl) into a series of products according to

NJ
K(a,13) ',..(c2,/34-0243)

j 0 J

33

(3.1)

where the sequence Li(a,fl) is both continuous and bounded in the

interval -A. 5 a,fl < r; and the sequence Mj(a,P) is at worst only weakly

singular and unbounded at a fl. Each term in the Mi(a,p) sequence

leads to weights Wi(a,fl) which may be calculated explicitly.

The kernel K(a,8) Log[2-2cos(a-fl)] in Eq. (2.30a) is weakly

singular for -r4-(51 a r-61 and -r p < it-. This kernel, K(a,fl), may

be written as

K(a,fl) Log[2-2cos(a-fi)]

[ I

sin 120.
2Log + 2Logla-$I (3.2a)

2

and then decomposed into the following discrete sequence:

Lo(a,fi) Log
sin la-fli

la-01
; Mo(a,P) 2.0

2



L
1
(a

'

/3) 2.0

to obtain the following product sequence:

1

K(a,#) L.(a,#)/4.(a,P)
j-0

M
1 '

(a #) logla-fil

34

(3.2b)

The discrete nodal points on the unit disk boundary and on the

semicircle boundary shown in Fig. 3.1 are chosen so that each discrete

length of an element on the physical boundary in the z-plane will be

equal. When a discrete nodal point m is on the boundary of the

semicircle, the polar coordinate [ m,Om] referenced to the [a,b] axis

may be expressed in terms of the polar coordinate [61,7m] referenced to

the origin of the small semicircle centered at w by

2
r
m

2
6
1
-26

1
cos7

m
+1 ; 0

m tan
61sin7m

(3.3a,b)
6
1
cos7

m
-1

The discretized unknown velocity potential function i(81) is

assumed to vary linearly in 81 between nodal points on the boundary.

The Fredholm integral equations given by Eqs. (2.30) may be expressed

by the following simultaneous discrete system of equations:

NS-1
r

t(8 ) + L Wo(0111)K2(81,0m)()(0m)
1

1

w m-1

k h NL 1

+

4

X X W.(8 ,8 )L.(8 ,0 )c(8 )

j8ir mNS jOilmJImm
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1
NN

E woum) cem)mNS

x` mNB j

ND 1
wh

I
J

O

W.(0
' m j
0 )L(8 0

m
)exp(-ico)

; for 1 NS, NS+1,...,NN and 01 on Bo (3.4a)

NS-1
4,(01) +

1
E woumAiummem)

w m-1

k h NL
o

+ E W° (0 )1(4(01,0m)()(8m)

mNS m

NN
- 1 E w

o
(8
m 4
)K'(8

2'
0
m

)(1)(0
m

)

mNS

K2(0 0m)

N
wh

ND

2

X W (0m)K;(82,8m)exp(-ico)
7r mNB °

; for 1 1,2,...,NS-1; and 01 on B51 (3.4b)

r
[r

2
-r
m
cos(8

2
-0
m
)+r

m
cos0

m
-cos0

2
]

m

(r
m+cos0 m)[r

2
-2r

m
cos(0

1
-0
m
)+1]

m

Lo(01,0m) 2 ; L1(02,0m) 2Log

sin 192-8m'
2

101-9ml

2

(3.4c)

(3.4d)
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2
L0(0m)

cost)
m
+1

cos + Mh -Md +B (3.4e)jcosem(cosOm+1)

L
1
(0V 0

m
) Log

2

191-9ml

2

rm
K2(9m)

r
m

+ cos0
m

Lo(0m)

Log [r, 2 2ricos(01-0m) 1]

K3(92,9 )
j-cos9m(cos9m+1)

1 - r
1
cos(0 -0

m
)

K4(01,0m)
r
1

- 2r
1
cos(0

/
-0
m
) + 1

The weights, Wj(), may be evaluated analytically according to

(3.4f)

(3.4g)

(3.4h)

(3.4i)

1 fern
(fi-0111-1)dp + zil-- r

Wo(8m) AO
m+1 -fl)dp (3.4j)

m
j
Om-1

m+1
m+1 JO

m

where

f m
O

m-1

0-0
m-1

)1n10 -fildp

18m4-1 (0m+i-fi)ln101-$10 (3.4k)
1

(3.41)

W
1
(0

1,
0
m

)
A0m j0

1

AO
m+1 -0

A9m 9m 9m-1
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The calculation of the weights, Wi(01,0m), may be simplified

considerably. Details regarding these simplifications are given in

Appendix III where the weights Wo(Om) results in the ordinary trape-

zoidal rule for numerical integration.

Equations (3.4a,b) represent NN number of simultaneous equations

for NN number of unknown velocity potential i(02) and may be written in

the following matrix notation:

[A
2111

] (i ) (B )

1

When computing the matrix elements, Alm, the values of those

kernels which include terms [-cosfl(cosfl+1)] -1/2 [cosfl(cosp+1)] -1/2

that are evaluated at fil ±r/2 and fil = -r result in an improper

integral. The points fll ±r/2 are only weakly singular; and the

kernel may be integrated using the nodal points on either side of

pi ±r/2, (viz., NL, NL+1, NM, NM+1 in Fig. 3.1).

The matrix equations, Eqs. (3.4a,b), are solved by LU decomposi-

tion method [Carnahan, et al. (1969)].

The pressure distribution on any physical boundary and the free

surface elevation may be computed from the nodal values of (kill) on the

boundary Bo of the unit disk. The transformed hydrodynamic pressure

P(r,a,t) on the unit disk boundary, Bo, and on the semicircle boundary,

1351, may be computed from the transformed linearized Bernoulli equation

given by

P(r,a,t) -pw Re (4)(r,a) i exp -i(wt+e0))

pw [Im(Cr,a))cos(wt+co) - Re(4)(r,a)sin(wt+E0)] (3.5)

where p fluid mass density.
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Figure 3.1 Nodal points on the unit disk boundary versus nodal points
on the physical boundary.
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The hydrodynamic pressure p(x,y,t) on the physical wavemaker is

obtained by an inverse transformation of Eq. (3.5) given by

where

p(x,y,t) P(ro,a,t)

; x 0, -(h-d) y -b ; r 1, et, a _1 Od (3.6a)

cosy cos -r -s
-1 [-sins ) -1 (-sina

,

cosa+1)
0

cosa+1 (3.6b)

The free surface elevation, n(x,t), in the physical domain may

also be determined from the linearized Bernoulli equation according to

where

n(x,t) :142 Re (4)(r
o
,a) i exp(-iwt))

[Im 01)(r
o
,a)) coswt - Re (41.(r

o
,a) sinwt]

x h cosh
-1 [1 cosi

sina

(3.7a)

The horizontal hydrodynamic restoring force on the wavemaker may

be obtained by the integration of the dynamic pressure p(x,y,t) along

the surface of the wavemaker paddle according to

b
F1(t) - W f p(0,y,t)dy

-(h-d)

P(r
o
,a,t)

-
671421 as
j2 r -013 jcosa(cosa+1)

(3.8a)
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where W is the width of the wavemaker paddle; and Bb and Od are given

by Eqs. (2.21f,g). Substituting Eq. (3.5) into Eq. (3.8a), the total

restoring force, F1(t) is given by

where

F
1
(t) - [F

1
cos(cat+c

o
) + F

1
sin(cat+e

o
)]

n 1/2

- (F7.)
L.2

Fi cos(wt+eo-EF)

Fl
pi:4,th red Im (Cro,a)

da
1 j

j2 r Bb jcosa(cosa+1)

Fs EiLt fed
Re (Cro,a)

daFi

JOb jcosa(cosa+1)

tan
F

eF

1

(3.8b)

(3.8c)

(3.8d)

(3.8e)

The hydrodynamic restoring force, F1(t), may be linearly separated

into two components; viz., 1) an added mass coefficient and 2) a

radiation damping coefficient according to

F1(t) -1111(S /2)(42sin(wt+co) - A11(S/2)wcos(wt+60)

Equating cos(wt+e0) and sin(wt+e0) terms in Eqs. (3.8b) and

(3.9a), the added mass coefficient p11 and the radiation damping

coefficient All are found to be

(3.9a)



F
1

All 2
w (S/2)

F
1

All w(S/2)
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(3.9b)

(3.9c)

The hydrodynamic restoring moment about the variable draft hinge,

M5(t), may be determined from the dynamic pressure on the wavemaker in

the same way by

b
M
5
(t) -pW (y+h-d)p(0,y,t)dy

-(h-d)
(3.10a)

Substituting Eqs. (3.5), (3.6a,b) into Eq. (3.10a), the hydro-

dynamic restoring moment, M5(t) is given by

M
5
(t) - [mc

5
cos(wt+e

o
) + M5 sin(wt+e0)]

where

1

1/2

- [M12 + [2M1 cos(wt+eo-em) (3.10b)

Im (1)(r ,a)}Mc Eikt
o
d 1h

cos-1
[-sin%) o

da (3.10c)
5 r J-013

cosa+
Jcosa(cosa +1)
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3.2 Comparison with Results from Classical Wavemaker Theory

Classical Solution for Closed Wave Flume

The classical solution by an eigenfunction expansion in the

physical z-plane is given for a closed wave flume by

0(x,y,t) C
1
0
1
(k,y)cos k(x

o
-x)cos(wt+c

o
)

CO

+ E CnOn (k
n,y)cosh kn

(x
o
-x)cos(wt+E

o
)

n-2
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(3.11a)

where the orthonormal eigenfunctions *1(k,y) and *n(kn,y) are given by

cosh k(y+h)
01(k,Y) On(kn,Y)N

1

cosh kn(y+h)

N
n

and where the normalizing constants are given by

, n 2 (3.11b,c)

2 2kh + sinh 2kh 2
2k
n
h + sin 2k

n
h

N
1
-

4k'

N
n , n 24k

n
(3.11d,e)

The coefficients C1 and Cn are quantified by the kinematic

wavemaker boundary condition given by Eq. (2.4a) according to

_
(,)

1 k sin kx
o -h
j° fs(Yi)°1(k'Y')dYi

(4
C
n k sin kxo :h fs(Yi)°n(kn'Y')dYsn n

provided that

(3.11f)

(3.11g)

koh kh tanh kh -knh tan knh (3.11h)
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Comparisons between the numerical results and the classical

solution for a closed wave flume using four different kinds of

wavemakers are illustrated in Figs. 3.2-3.6. The horizontal length of

the flume, xo, is xo 1.75 L. This finite length wave flume gives an

antinode at the reflecting end wall. In this case, the free surface

profile computed by Eq. (3.7a) gives a perfect standing wave.

The free surface profile, n(x,t), and the dynamic pressure,

p(x,y,t), in Figs. 3.2-3.6 are nondimensionalized by

n
n(x,t)

(x,t)

S/2

P(x,y,t) a p(x,y,t)
Pg(s/2)

(3.12a)

(3.12b)

Figures 3.2-3.6 demonstrate that the numerical results of the

dimensionless free surface profile, Cx,t), have about 20 degree phase

shifts between the classical wave theory. The dimensionless free

surface elevation and the dimensionless dynamic pressure computed near

the wavemaker (irregular point) are quite high compared with the

classical solution. These values are even higher for the half-piston

or the half-flap wavemaker shown in Figs. 3.4 and 3.5. The gain

function, Ao/S, from the numerical results is smaller than that from

the classical wavemaker theory.

Figure 3.6 illustrates the dimensionless dynamic pressure,

p(x,y,t), on the wavemaker paddle and on the vertical wall for four

kinds of wavemakers. The dimensionless dynamic pressure values from

the classical wavemaker theory are quite compared with the numerical

results. Again, the dimensionless pressure values computed numerically

near the free surface irregular point are quite high.
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Figure 3.2 Dimensionless standing waves profiles and dimensionless dynamic pressure on the bottom versus

the relative distance for the full piston wavemaker at koh = 2.0 and xo 1.75L
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Figures 3.7 and 3.8 illustrate the effect of the closed wave flume

length, xo, on the standing wave gain function, Ao/S. When the wave

flume length xo nL/2, (n integer), the standing waves resonant.

When the wave flume length xo a (2n-1)L/4, the values of the gain

function at the antinode of the standing waves are more nearly those of

propagating waves in a semi-infinite wave flume. The free surface

elevation near the wavemaker irregular point for a full-flap type

wavemaker increase sharply when the wave flume length xo approaches

1.5L. The free surface elevation generated by a full-piston wavemaker

does not increase sharply near this irregular point.

A total of 61 nodal points on both the free surface and the bottom

surface were used; 31 nodal points were used for the wavemaker; and 29

nodal points were used on the end wall.
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4. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

A global solution has been obtained through a conformal mapping

technique that describes the behavior of the motion of an inviscid

fluid near irregular points. A Fredholm integral equation was employed

to obtain a solution to Laplace's equation in a unit disk via Green's

third identity. The boundary of a semi-infinite strip in the physical

plane was transformed into the circumference of a unit disk by two

successive conformal mappings. Through these conformal mappings, the

geometric critical boundary points in the physical domain may be

reduced to geometric smooth boundary points in the transformed unit

disk; however, both weakly and strongly singular kernels in the

Fredholm integral equation are now associated with these irregular

points. In particular, the two irregular points on the wavemaker that

intersect the free surface and the bottom boundaries become weakly

singular kernels; while the far-field radiation boundary becomes a

strongly singular kernel.

Numerical results near the irregular points on the wavemaker are

obtained because the corresponding weakly singular kernels are now

integrable across these irregular points. The singular behavior of the

solutions results in locally high wave surface profiles and dynamic

pressure amplitudes near the irregular points compared with the

classical wavemaker theory. However, the gain function, Ao/S, from the

numerical results demonstrates lower values than the lassical wavemaker

theory.

The radiation condition at infinity determines the solution

uniquely. An important role of this radiation condition in the
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Fredholm integral equation is to provide for a propagating wave mode

and determines the evanescent eigenmodes uniquely. Without the

radiation condition in the Fredholm integral equation, no propagating

waves would appear in the numerical solutions.

Two methods were proposed to apply the radiation condition near

the transformed radiation boundary point (i.e., r 1, p -70 in the

unit disk. The strong singularity in the kernel and the transformed

radiation bounary makes it difficult to numerically solve the Fredholm

integral equation.

The conformal mapping method and corresponding Fredholm integral

equation provide a global solution that includes the singular behavior

near the irregular points for the linear wavemaker boundary value

problem. The nonlinear wavemaker boundary value problem is required to

compute the return flow, change in wave celerity, and the surface drift

velocity. Therefore, this solution technique may be applied to the

nonlinear wavemaker boundary value problem to compute the return

current flow near the irregular points.

One of the advantages of the conformal mapping from the semi-

infinite physical strip to the unit disk is that the contour along

which the integration must be carried out is transformed from infinite

length to finite length. This means that the integration for infinite-

ly long boundaries including the far-field radiation boundary can be

reduced to integration over a finite boundary. However, the singular

integral equation (for example, Eqs. (IV.4)) must be solved numerically

or analytically. The radiation condition can now be applied to an

infinite far-field without using any artificial matching boundaries.
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Irregular frequencies are another interesting aspect of the

integral equation method. Since the matrix equation becomes ill-

conditioned at or within a narrow band near an irregular frequency, it

is important to know a priori these irregular frequencies. It is

possible to numerically obtain the irregular frequencies for certain

geometries of the wave flume by the Fredholm alternative.
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APPENDIX I

CLASSIFICATION OF IRREGULAR POINTS AND CRITICAL POINTS

It is necessary to distinguish between an irregular point and a

singular point. Various types of irregular points in the two-dimen-

sional, wavemaker boundary value problem are identified. Irregular

points are identified for both linear and nonlinear boundary value

problems for the type of wavemaker and for both the depth of immersion

and draft of the wavemaker.

I.1 Definition of Irregular Point. Singular Point. and Critical Point

We consider a bounded domain D with Boundary B and withEDuB

its closure.

Irregular Point: A point of discontinuity between two analytical

boundary conditions on the boundary B; i.e., not a member of C°(B),

Cl(B), or C2(B). An irregular point is defined only on the boundary B.

In general, Ck(B) denotes the set of continuous functions on B having

continuous partial derivative's of order k or less.

Regular Point: A point at which two analytical boundary condi-

tions prescribed on two separate boundaries are continuous at their

intersection on the boundary B; i.e., a member of C°(B), Cl(B), or

C2(B).

Singular Point: A point where the solution to a differential

equation does not exist or fails to be analytic. A singular point may

exist on either the boundary, B, or in the domain, D.

Critical Boundary Point: A point where the boundary B is not

smooth; i.e., not a member of C°3(B).
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Both the irregular behavior of the boundary conditions and the

nonsmoothness of the boundary geometry may introduce a singular

behavior of the solution to the two-dimensional, wavemaker boundary-

value problem.

The following combinations of irregular points and critical points

on the boundary B will be defined:

I-S: Irregular point on a Smooth boundary,

I-C: Irregular point and Critical boundary point,

R-S: Regular point on a Smooth boundary,

R-C: Regular point and Critical boundary point.

These four combinations of irregular and critical points are il-

lustrated in Fig. I.1.

1.2 Nonlinear Wavemaker Theory

For convenience, all physical variables (denoted by superscript

asterisks, *) will be made dimensionless by the following:

(x,y,h,d,b,A,L) = k*(x*,y*,h*,d*,b*,A*,L*)

(t,T) = g*k* (t*,T*)

(A
o
,n,S,f

s
,x) (A*,n*,S*,f*

'

x*) /A*

(u,v) (u*,v*)/(A*jg*k*)

= 4/(A*./g*/k*

C
B

C*/(A*g*)

p*/(p*A*g*)



(DI (PI) 02(P1)
I- C

01(p1) ` (02 (Pi )

R-C

(1)2(B2)

Figure 1.1 Combinations of irregular points and critical points
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in which A* amplitude of the first-harmonic wave component;

k* ( 2r/L*) the wave number; L* wave length; g* = gravitational

constant; p* = fluid mass density; and T* wave period = the period of

the wavemaker oscillation.

A generic wavemaker configuration described by Cartesian coor-

dinates is shown in Fig. 2.1 which generates two-dimensional, irrota-

tional motion of an inviscid, incompressible fluid in a semi-infinite

channel of constant, still water depth, h. The fluid motion may be

obtained from the negative gradient of a scalar velocity potential,

to(x,y,t), according to

[u,w] - 7'.(1) (I.1)

in which the two-dimensional gradient operation 7k) [a/ax, a/ay].

The scalar velocity potential, (1)(x,y,t), is a solution to the

Laplace equation

V21) 0 ; x ex(y,t) , -h y eq(x,t) (I.2a)

with boundary conditions (Phillips, 1977)

avay 0 x cX( -h,t) , y -h (I.2b)

T4412va at
2 v+ aay -

[e at

1 2
17h12 + dC /dt = 0

x eX(n,t) , y = eq(x,t) (I.2c)

at /ax = ax/at - call/ay ax/ay = 0

; x = ex(y,t) , -h < y < en(t) (I.2d)
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where CB(t) is the Bernoulli constant and the small parameter

A*k* << 1. In addition, a radiation condition is required at

infinity as x +.20 in order to insure that propagating waves be only

right progressing or that evanescent eigenmodes be bounded. This

radiation condition is required in order to obtain a unique solution

and plays a significant role in the conformal mapping technique that

follows. The kinematic wavemaker boundary condition given by Eq.

(I.2d), states that water particles on the wave board must remain on

the moving boundary at all times. The instantaneous wavemaker dis-

placement from its mean position, x(y,t), is given by

X(Y,t) = fs(y) sin(wot+60) . (I.3)

The prescribed amplitude of the wavemaker displacement, fs(y), shown in

Fig. 2.1 is valid for a double-articulated piston or hinged wavemaker

of variable draft and is given by the following equation for a straight

line:

where

fs(y) (M(y+h-d) + B) [H(y+h-d) - H(y+b)] (I.4a)

M = (S/20)(1-Sb/S) ; B = [A - (1-Sb/S)(A+Ab)] (I.4b,c)

in which S/2 the dimensionless wavemaker stroke measured at an

arbitrary elevation above the wave flume bottom located at

y = - h +d +Ab +A, and H() Heaviside step function. A piston wavemaker
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is represented by Sb S; and a wavemaker of full-depth draft is

represented by b d 0 and A h.

The dimensionless free-surface profile, n(x,t), may be obtained

from the dynamic free-surface condition according to

n(x,t) &v 1
at -

2
+ C

B
(t)

2

x > ex(n,t) , y en(x,t) (I.5)

and the total pressure, p(x,y,t), from the Bernoulli equation according

to

1

p(x,y,t) ac /at at - elvfl
2

- z/e + C
B
(t)

; x > ex(z,t) , -h < y < en(x,t)(I.6)

The dimensionless free-surface conditions given by Eqs. (I.2c) and

(I.5) and the kinematic wavemaker boundary condition given by Eq.

(I.2d), may be expanded in a Maclaurin series about their mean posi-

tions according to

(eon [82 2E 4), t + aF/ay -
a 1 24 7.)1-,,../d2

-

(6
+ dC /dt] 0

n-0 11.

x 0 , y 0 (I.7a)

[-0 1

- E (en)n an
n!

[av 1
at - 61V(11

2
+ CB] 0

n-0 ay

; x >_0 , y -0 (I.7b)

and
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co nn
E (Ex)n L. [34,/ax + avat - Ear /ay ax/ay] 0

n!nO ax

; x =0 , - h y 0 (1.7c)

In addition, the functions 1), n, CB, p, and w may also be expanded in

the small parameter, e, by the following:

4)(x,y,t) E en
n+1

(I)(x
'

y
'

t)

nO

CO

v7(x,t) E en
n+1

n(x
'

t)

n-0

cc,

C
B
(t) E e

n
n+1CB(t)

n-0

CO

p(x,y,t) = ps(y) + E en
n+113(x'Y't)

n-0

wt E en wrilt

n-0

(I.8a)

(I.8b)

(I.8c)

(I.8d)

(I.8e)

in which ps(y) = y/e the dimensionless hydrostatic pressure.

Substituting Eqs. (I.7) and (I.8) into Eqs. (I.2) through (I.6)

and collecting terms of the same order in e results in a set of linear

boundary value problems which may be solved in successive order.

The boundary-value problem correct to order en-1 is given by the

following

; x 0 , -h y 0 (I.9a)



ay
n

0 ; x 0 , y = -h

and
- w

2
(I) F( (1)) ,y 0ay o n n n-1

a
n

ax
+ w

n-1 !7- n
G(

n-1
cD) ; x = 0 , -h 5 y 5 0
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(I.9b)

(I.9c)

(I.9d)

in which the functions nF(n..14)) and nG(n_1(1)) denote known functions of

the velocity potential that are lower than the unknown n-th order

potential. A radiation condition is required as x + co in order to

obtain a unique solution. Figure 1.2 illustrates this boundary value

problem and the domain D and boundary B.

1.3 Identification of Irregular Points and Critical Points

There are four critical boundary points (denoted by the letters,

0, H, RF and RB in Fig. 1.2) that are located at each of the four

corners in the semi-infinite strip. The adjustable points B and D may

become critical points if their locations are adjusted to coincide with

either points 0 or H. They may also become irregular points depending

on the shape function, fs(y).

The irregular behavior of these six points (points 0, B, D, H, RF,

RB) may be illustrated through the n-th order wavemaker boundary

conditions. According to the definition of an irregular point, the

continuity of the two boundary conditions must be evaluated as each of

these points is approached from both directions. In addition, the con-

tinuity of the mixed derivatives of two boundary conditions must be

evaluated according to Kravtchenko (1954) and Miloh (1980). The

irregular behavior at points 0 and H may be demonstrated for both a



b
i

Y

(GFSBC) Ay 0J200 '. riF (n-I 01 n-20) )

0 X

-/e
y :-.c) v

1

RF

(KWBC) ( RBC)

nOx 1. wn-Ifs(Y) [H(y+h -d) H(y-i-b)]
li rn [n(Dx i A] = 0
x-::0

i i

I DI
I I4-----i

= nG (n-10)n-20)

d / (BBC) n(Dy = 0
H

)

(GE) 172n4) =0

y= h

Figure 1.2 n-th order wavemaker boundary value problem

X-0 +00

1 RB
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hinged- and piston-type wavemaker. A summary of all the irregular and

critical points is given in Table I.1. The mixed partial derivatives

of the boundary conditions at each of the six points identified in Fig.

1.2 are summarized in Table 1.2.

(1) Point 0 - Intersection of the free surface and wavemaker boun-

daries.

Differentiating the combined free surface boundary condition given

by Eq. (I.9c) with respect to x 0 yields:

a
2

n
(I)

2
any a

n
F

axay wo ax ax
x y 0 (I.10a)

Similarly, differentiating with respect to y, the kinematic wavemaker

boundary condition given by Eq. (I.9d) gives

a
2

n
(I) 2 a

n
G

LK_
axay -wn-1 ayar ay

where

, x 0 (I.10b)

yaz

of
=x - --E [H(y+h-d) - H(y+b)] + f

s
[6(y+h-d) - 6(y+b)] cos(r co)

a ay

from Eq. (I.3) and where 6() the Dirac function.

(1-a) Hinged Wavemaker (M 0 0)

When the slope M in the shape function fs(y) is non-zero, the

generic wavemaker becomes a hinged or a double-articulated wavemaker.

The irregular behavior of the point 0 in Fig. 1.2 must be demonstrated

by approaching the point first in the limit as x 04- in Eq. (I.10a)

and second in the limit as y 0- in Eq. (I.10b).
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Table 1.1 Summary of irregular and critical points

Hinged Type Wavemaker Piston Type Wavemaker
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I

1
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,
I

i
i
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1
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1

1

1
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I
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I

I
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Smooth
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C2(B)
O

a member of

C1(B)
I

Regular for n a 1 O
Irregular for n t 2

Regular for n 1



Table 1.2. Summary of Boundary Conditions and Mixed Derivatives.

Boundary
Point Condition Hinged Type Wavemaker (M 0 0) Piston Type Wavemaker (M = 0)

0 CFSBC

x

y =0

nOy og nO nF

nOxy 4 nwx nFx

4 wn-1(MY4-i)[H(y+h-d)

- U(y+b)] + nG + nFx (as y 0-)

nOy - 4 nO nF

nOxy - 4 nOx nFx

-4 wn-li[U(V-h-d)-U(Y+b)]

nG nFx (as y 0-)

KWBC
nix - -wn-li[U(V-h-d)nOx -con-l(Hy+i)[U(y+h-d)

x - 0 - U(y+b)] + nG -U(y+b)] + nG

y - 0 nOxy -Mton-1[u(374-h-d)-U(Y-1-1D)) nOxy - -wn-1i[6(y+h-d)

wn-l(MY+i)[6 (y+h-d)-8(y+b)] - (5(y+b)] + nGy-

+ nGy



Table 1.2. Summary of Boundary Conditions and Mixed Derivatives (continued).

Boundary
Point Condition Hinged Type Wavemaker (M 0 0) Piston Type Wavemaker (M - 0)

H KWBC nQx -con-1(mY+E)[U(Ti-h-d)

x - 0 - U(y+b)] + nG

y - -h+ n4xy - -Mwn-l[U(y+h-d)-U(y+b)]

- wn_1(My+i)[6(y+h-d)-8(y+b)]

+ nGy

nOx - -oni[U(y+h-d)

- U(y+b) + nG

nOxy - -wil-ii[6(y+h-d)

- 6(y+b)] + nGy

BBC nOy - ° nOy °

x - 0+ nOxy - ° nOxy °

y - -h



Table 1.2. Summary of Boundary Conditions and Mixed Derivatives (continued).

Boundary
Point Condition Hinged Type Wavemaker (M o 0) Piston Type Wavemaker (M - 0)

B & D KWBC

x 0

y -b+

x 0

y

nOxy -mwn-lfU(Y+h-d)-U(y+b)]

- wn_1(My+i)[6(y+h-d)-6(y+b)]

nGy

nOx -wni[U(Y+h-d)

- U(y+b)] + nG

KWBC nOxy -mon-1[U(y+h-d)-U(y+b)1 nOx -coni[U(y+h-d)

x 0 wn-1(MY-1-i)[15 (y+h-d)-(5(y+b)]

y -b-

x = 0

y - (h-d)

+ nGy

- U(y+b)] + nG



Table 1.2. Summary of Boundary Conditions and Mixed Derivatives (continued).

Boundary
Point Condition Hinged Type Wavemaker (M o 0) Piston Type Wavemaker (M - 0)

RF CFSBC A
nOy wo

2
n1 1" nF n

2 A
Oy wo nr + nF

X -b co A AnOxy - wo
2
nrx + nFx nOxy (i)c. nrx + nFx

Y - 0 2
' Iwo nO + nFx (as x -4 co) 2 AiWO rer + nFx (as x -* co)

x

RBC

MC. co

y - 0-

nix ' i 110 (as x -, co)

nOxy ' i nOy

- iwg nO + inF (as y - 0-)

n9x - i nO (as x - co)

nOxy -* i nOy

-+ wg nO + inF (as y - 0-)



Table 1.2. Summary of Boundary Conditions and Mixed Derivatives (continued).

Boundary
Point Condition Hinged Type Wavemaker (M 0) Piston Type Wavemaker (M 0)

RB BBC

x- CO

y -h

nOy 0 niky - 0

nOxy 0 nOxy - 0

x

RBC

3Z. 03

y- -h+

110x i nO (as x co)

nOxy nOy

- 0 (as y

nOx i nO

nOxy nOy

-0 0 (as y
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When the immersed depth b is equal to zero (i.e., type [I] and

type [III] in Table I.1), the point 0 becomes an irregular point for

both linear and non-linear boundary-value problems because Eqs. (I.10)

are not equal. When the immersed depth b is non-zero (i.e., type [II]

and type [IV] in Table I.1), point 0 is a regular point for the linear

problem but is an irregular point for the nonlinear problems. For the

linear (n - 1) problem, of - 0G - 0 and Eqs. (I.10) are identically

zero for non-zero immersed depth b. For the nonlinear (n 0 1) problem,

nF 0 nG 0 0 and Eqs. (I.10) are not equal.

(1-b) Piston Wavemaker (M - 0)

When the slope M is equal to zero, the shape of the wavemaker is

parallel to the vertical wall at x - 0. The mixed partial derivatives

are equivalent to Case (1-a) above.

(2) Point H - Intersection of the bottom and wavemaker boundaries

Differentiating the kinematic bottom boundary condition given by

Eq. (I.9b) with respect to x and evaluating at x - 0 yields

a
2

(1.

n
axay

0 ; x - 0 , y - -h (I.l0c)

(2a) Hinged Wavemaker (M 0 0)

When the draft d is equal to zero (i.e., type [I] and type [II] in

Table I.1), the point H becomes an irregular point for both linear and

nonlinear problems because Eq. (I.10b) is nonzero; and, therefore, not

equal to Eq. (I.10c). When the draft is nonzero (i.e., type [III] and

type [IV] in Table I.1), point H is a regular point for both linear and
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nonlinear problems because both Eqs. (I.10b) and (I.10c) are identi-

cally zero.

(2b) Piston Wavemaker (M 0)

The mixed partial derivatives give results identical to the hinged

wavemaker case (2a) above.
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APPENDIX II

TRANSFORMATION OF THE RADIATION CONDITION

II.1 Transformation of Upper Half Domain

The radiation condition will be expressed in polar coordinates in

the upper half domain because the far-field radiation boundary in the

physical domain is transformed into a semicircle in the upper half

domain with a large radius far from the origin. The radiation

condition in the physical z-plane is given by

lim [Ox - iK4] - 0
x-K,0

x co, -h s y 0

which must be transformed into the complex-valued velocity potential,

U[R(x,y), 19(x,y)], in the upper half domain. The partial derivative

with respect to x in Eq. (Ill) becomes

Ox URRx Ueex (II.2)

The partial derivatives Rx and Ax may be obtained from the mapping

function given by

h
sinh cosh (n)h

Rx
1/2

ex

Isinh2 15-1 2 in)
Oa

+ cos

17, tan 117-11)

cosh2 [E-1 + sinh2 (1-a) tang ()

(II.3a)

(II.3b)



The inverse mapping function will be required in order to

transform these partial derivatives in terms of R and 8. The inverse

mapping functions are given by the following:

sinh2 (71 - 1 (-2-
h 2

K 1) + f(R2-1) + 4R2sin281
2

cosh2 - 1 (R2+1) + 2 j(R2-1)2 4R2

-
f(R2-1)2 4R2

cost (R +1)
1 2

1/2

sing [a) 1 2
- (R -1) + f(R 2 -1)

2
+ 4R2sin281

Substituting Eqs. (II.4) into Eqs. (II.3) gives
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(II.4a)

(II.4b)

(II.4c)

(II.4d)

Rx 2h
-2(1-R

-2
) - 4R

-2
sin

2
8 + 2 f(1-R -2

)
2
sin

2
8 (II.5a)

2(1-R
-2

) - 4R
-2
sin

2
e + 2 f(1-R -2

)
2
+ 4R

-2
sin

2AX ±
2h-4"

1/2

(II.5b)

The positive sign in Eq. (II.5b) is to be taken when 0 5 8 < r/2 and

the negative sign when w/2 < 8 :5 w.

Substituting Eqs. (II.5) into Eq. (II.2) gives the transformed

radiation condition given by Eqs. (2.17)



11.2 Transformation to Unit Disk

The complex-valued velocity potential 0[r(R,8), fi(R,8)], repre-

sents a solution to Laplace's equation in the unit disk. The partial

derivatives of the complex valued velocity potential, U(R,8), in the

upper half domain may be expressed in terms of partial derivatives of

0(r,p) by

UR(R,8)
R YR

Ue(R,8) Orre + oflfie

where

r
R

[R
2
+1+2Rsin8]

2

84

2[R2-1+2cos
2
811R

2
+1+2Rsin81E

-1
(R,8) - 2R(R+sin8)E(R,8)

t3R

2(R
2
+1)cos8

E(R,8)

-4R
2
sin8cos8fR

2
+1+2Rsin8lE

-1
(R,8) - 2Rcos8E(R,8)

(II.6e)r
e

[R2 +1+2Rsin8]2

/3e
2R(R

2
-1)sinO

E(R,8)

E(R,8) f(R 2 -1)
2
+ 4R

2
cos

2
8

(II.6f)

(II.6g)

An inverse mapping function is again required in order to express these

derivatives in terms of r and p. The inverse mapping function is

given by:

.

(1-
r exp(i0)1

R exp(ie) 1 r exp(143)i
(II.7a)



Comparing the real and imaginary parts of Eq. (II.7a), we obtain

the following inverse mapping function:

R
2 r

2
- 2rcosfi + 1

r
2
+ 2rcos# + 1

Rcos8
2rsin$

Rsin8
r
2

+ 2rcosfi + 1

r
2
+ 2rcosfi + 1

1 - r
2

Substituting Eqs. (II.7b-7d) into Eqs. (II.6a-6b) yields

r 1
2

-
U
R

(11.

r 2R
cosfi +

fi r2rR
1

sine

2
r
2

1U
8 r

r

2

+ 1
sinfl + (I)

19 2r
cosfi
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(II.7b)

(II.7c)

(II.7d)

(II.8a)

(II.8b)

Substituting Eqs. (II.8a-8b) and Eqs. (II.7b-7d) into Eq. (2.17a)

provides the transformed radiation condition given by Eqs. (2.24a-e).
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APPENDIX III

NUMERICAL DETAILS

III.1 Weight Function

Suppose that Om_l 5 fl Om, m = 1,2,...,NN, then the weights

Wi(01,0m) for the kernel lnla-fll may be calculated analytically. The

weights Wi(02,0m) are given by

W1(81,91) = WS(0
2'

0 ) (III.la)

W1(02,0m) = WA(02,0m) + WS(02,0m) (III.lb)

W 1 " 2' 9 NN) WA(B2' liNN)
(III.1c)

where

B

WA(0109m)
AO

rm
0-8m-1 )11110 -fildfi

j
m 0

m-1

; m = 2,3,...,NN (III.2a)

B

WS(01,0m)
1 rm+1

(0 m+l-p)ln10 -)91dp
A0m J

0
m

; m = 1,2,..., NN-1 (III.2b)

which may be integrated analytically. Using the following change of

variables:

and

p = Om-1 + A(0
m

- 0
m-1

)
'

0 :5 A 1 for WA(0
I'

0
m

)
'

em + gem+1 - em) , 0 < A < 1 for WS(01,0m) ,

Eqs. (III.2) become



where

1
1 0

1
-0
m-1WA(01,0m) - A0m 1n1A0m1 + IA01111 f A 1n - A dp

0 m m-1
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(III.3a)

1
1

/
-0
mWS(0 0 ) - AO 1n1A0

m+1 1 + IA0m+1 1 f
In e p

2' m 2 m+1 _

o m+1 em

0
/
-0
mf

1

A In
m-1 m

A] dA
o

l

AO - 0 - 0 AO -. 0 0m m m-1 ' m+1 m+1 m

The integrals in Eq. (III.3) may be integrated to obtain

1

I
1
(t) - f lnit-AldA

o

(III.3b)

(III.3c)

- t hilt' - (t-1) 1nit-11 - 1 (III.4a)

1

I
2
(t) - f A lnit-AldA

o

- f(1-t2) 1nit-11 + t2 hilt' - t - 2
}

(III.4b)

and Eqs. (III.3) become

-2-

11/-64m-1

m

1
WA(01,0m) - A0m 1n1A0m1 + 1A0m1 12 0 _0

m-1
(III.5a)



ws(orem) - f' ama 1nlam+1I + Imm+11

01-Om
12

18m+1 mll

88

(III.5b)
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APPENDIX IV

ALTERNATIVE METHODS FOR TREATING THE SINGULARITY AT INFINITY

The strong singularity associated with the radiation condition at

the point fro 1.0; 13 ±w) in the kernel of the Fredholm integral

equation introduces significant numerical difficulties. Two different

approaches were investigated to treat the radiation condition that is

required in the wavemaker boundary value problem for semi-infinite

strip in the physical domain in order to obtain a unique solution for

the propagating wave.

Method 1: Matching with a Velocity Potential for a Progressive Wave

A velocity potential for a progressive wave that satisfies exactly

all of the prescribed boundary conditions including the far-field

radiation condition may be matched to the unknown velocity potential on

both the free surface and bottom boundaries. The horizontal distance

to this matching must be greater than three times the water depth

(i.e., xr > 3h; cf. Ursell, et al., 1960).

A complex valued scalar velocity potential, 0(x,y), that complete-

ly satisfies the boundary value problem in the physical plane for a

propagating wave is given by

gX,y) = a ig coshk(h +y)
o w coshkh

exp(ikx) ) (IV.1a)

where ao unknown complex valued wave amplitude; w radian wave

freqeuney (= 271./T); and k propagating wave number (= 2w/L) provided

that koh - kh tank kh = O.

The transformed velocity potential for a progressive wave may be

given by
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(IV.1b)

(IV.lc)

(IV.ld)

(IV.2a)

[r011 (r2-1+2cos2p)+cosd(r2+2rcosp+1)-(01+2rcosp)(r+cosp)

G
1
(r,P) ±

[(r
2
+1-C

1
)(C

1
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1/2

(IV.2b)
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[rCil(r2-1+2cos2fl)-cosid(r2+2rcos#+1)-(C1-2rcosp)(r+cosp)
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2
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2
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(IV.2c)

where the positive sign (+) in Eq. (IV.2b) is taken when

-r/2 < sin-1 (f2) .S 0 and the negative sign (-) is taken when

sin-1 (f2) < -r/2.

Evaluating Eqs. (IV.lb) and (IV.2a) on the free surface boundary

(i.e., r = 1, < # -r/2) and on the bottom boundary (i.e., r 1,

r/2 fl

41(1,#)

(1)r(1,0)

< r) yields

. sink -1
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o
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[3. ;h snh-1
1
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wh 1
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1:11 sinh-1 (f
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r
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(IV.3a)

ia
o

j2 p [-cosp(cosfi+1)] 1/2
exp

r 1, -A- < p - (IV.3b)

g 1

C143) iso 7) cosh kh exP s
hh ink -1 (f

1

(Dr(1,#) 0

; r 1, , p < (IV.3c)

; r 1, 2< <r (IV.3d)

Substituting the boundary conditions given by Eqs. (2.21a-e) and

(IV.3a-d) into the Green's third identity, a Fredholm integral equation

of the second kind becomes
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+ Mh - Md + Ilexp (-ieo)dp ; -x a < 7r, -its p < (IV.4a)

where

0*(1,a) 0(1,a)
; :5 a x-S (IV.4b)

0*(1,a) ia
o w

exp [i sink -1 (fi)J ; -r < a < -7r+S (IV.4c)

*(1,a) ia
o w cosh kh

g 1
. k

sinh
h -1

exp [3. (f1)] ; 7r-S < a (IV.4d)

[k2§11/2
f1(") cos/3+1 (IV.4e)

and 6 a very small angle measured from the origin (r = 0) about the

radiation boundary point (r = 1, p ±7r). This very small angle S must
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be carefully chosen to insure that the intersection cuts the unit disk

at a distance that is more than 3h from the wavemaker in the physical

domain.

The most difficult aspect of solving this Fredholm integral

equation numericlly is the numerical evaluation of integral that

contains the radiation conditions given by the second term Eq. (IV.4a).

This is due to the strongly singular behavior of the kernel when p

approaches tx because the argument of rapidly oscillating function,

fl(1,0) [-2cosP/(cosP+1)11/2 becomes unbounded.

Method 2: Matching a Progressive Velocity Potential on an Indented

Contour About ro - 1;

An alternative method would be to apply the radiation condition

represented by matching a velocity potential for a progressive wave on

an artificial vertical boundary in the physical domain that is located

more than 3h from the wavemaker. This artificial vertical boundary

will be transformed into a small contour indented around ro - 1;

fi - ±r. In order to apply the boundary condition given by Eqs.

(2.27a,b), it will be necessary to compute the tangential derivative

cDp(r,p) from Eq. (IV.lb). This tangential derivative is given by
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(IV.5b)

(IV.5c)

where ± signs in Eq. (IV.5b) follow the same convention given for

Gi(r,#) in Eq. (IV.2b).

A Fredholm integral equation of the second kind results from

substituting the boundary conditions given by Eqs. (2.21a-e), Eqs

(IV.3a-d), and Eqs. (IV.5a-c) into the Green's third identity given by

Eqs. (2.27a-b) on both the unit disk and on the semicircle.
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and when Po(r',a1) e
B51
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The unknown complex-valued amplitude, ao, of the propagating wave

may be removed from the integration in Eqs. (IV.6) because every wave

amplitude al) should be the same on the matching boundary B51. It is

also noted that the functions G1(r,fl) and G3(r,8) have a singular

behavior at the point r 1, fi -7(.+451 which exhibits the intersection

between the free surface and the artificial boundary in the physical

plane.


